LVB – French as a foreign language – FIFE

Presentation
As part of the dual French-Spanish degree program, and to improve the
Spanish students’ linguistic proficiency and support their integration into
the French university system in the first year, this seminar has a dual
objective. The first is to further develop students' French linguistic skills
(written and oral comprehension, written and oral expression) through a
comparative approach. The aim to reinforce their command of French
through comparative analysis at both linguistic and cultural levels, to
identify the specifics of each language, avoid classic errors, express
themselves in a more structured and refined manner. The second
objective is to consolidate and expand the students’ knowledge of the
French-speaking world. The topics are explored from a multicultural
perspective to help the students gain a better understanding of the
main political, socio-economic and cultural issues facing French and
Spanish societies; they are studied from a comparative cross-cultural
perspective, which should enable students to express well informed
opinions without resorting to stereotypes.

Recommended Prerequisite(s)
A good command of the basic linguistic components: verb conjugation in
all tenses and moods, main syntax and grammatical rules, main linking
words used to structure ideas. Knowledge of the key periods of French
history.
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In brief
ECTS credits : 4.0
Number of hours : 36.0
Teaching term : Annual
Teaching activity : Method seminar
Year : First year
Validation : Continuous assessment

Contacts
Responsible(s)
Forest Amandine
a.forest@sciencespobordeaux.fr
Houdayer Corinne
c.houdayer@sciencespobordeaux.fr
Grosselin Christine
c.grosselin@sciencespobordeaux.fr
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Formule pédagogique
This is not a language class in the classical sense but is based on the preparation and active participation of students. It aims to
develop their understanding of specific knowledge and methodology skills in both oral and written communication. The exercises
proposed are aimed to improve written language skills (translation of documents, synthesis or commentaries, in one language, of
documents written in the other), and oral skills (tandem debates/presentations of current issues using an intercultural approach).
During the sessions, the emphasis is on oral communication. Preparation prior to the class is mandatory and must be done in writing.
Addressing possible deficiencies (knowledge and language) is part of students’ individual work.
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